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Foreword

During the late sixties-early seventies, two open-door communal ranches opened their gates in Sonoma County, California. Nothing quite like them had ever existed before, and people came from all
over the country to live there. Together, they allowed city folks and others to rediscover and practice a tribal, neo-primitive way of life that consumed less energy and offered more freedom than
our regulated, consumption-oriented Great Society could give. Many of these settlers formed small
families that migrated north to the ‘Kingdom of New Albion,’ as we call the rural areas of Mendocino,
Humboldt and other counties, where land was cheap and they could continue their new-found lifestyle
unmolested.
At our two ranches, we experienced a magical eight years until Sonoma County authorities discovered that they could use the health and buildings codes punitively to bulldoze the houses, expel
the inhabitants, and close them both down. Although Lou Gottlieb’s Morning Star and Bill Wheeler’s
Sheep Ridge/Ahimsa differed in many respects, they both celebrated the freedom of each individual
to ‘do their thing,’ as long as no harm came to anyone or to the land. People who arrived, allergic to everything they had experienced, discovered the healing aspects of living on the earth with no concrete
foundation under them, of building a home-made simple structure, and the pride that came from ‘owning’ their habitation, even if only a hut with a canvas roof.
But the change was too sudden for many neighbors, who feared that drug-crazed hippies would lead
their children astray. In the case of each ranch, one politically powerful neighbor acted as the catalyst, and saw to it that the district attorney acted on their complaints. By 1973, it was all over, and
the fines levied and legal fees for their defense ran into many thousands of dollars. Sonoma County’s
fees no doubt were even greater for the abortive raids and harassments, many of which were found
illegal and thrown out of court.
Nevertheless it was a gentle story when compared to the violent confrontations that occurred in
the cities at that time. Also, in these days, when everyone is wringing their hands about the homeless problem, it might be good to remember that thousands of people were provided shelter for free.
Perhaps it will tempt you, dear reader, to transmute your own territorial imperative into its opposite,
brotherly-sisterly love, by heeding dear and departed Lou Gottlieb’s advice:
“I urge anyone who owns land and wishes never again
to experience one instant of boredom, who wishes to
live in a continuing state of elation, to deny no one
access to that land and watch what happens.”
Post a morning star on your front gate and welcome the stranger – even the bible encourages it!
Quoting Brother Lou Gottlieb again:
“Let’s open our Bibles (The New English Bible) to Numbers Chapter 35, Verse 6 – (The Lord speaking
to Moses.):
“‘When you give the Levites their towns, six of them shall be Cities of Refuge in which the homicide
may take sanctuary.’
“It’s about time to establish at least ten Cities of Refuge in California where even the murderers – or
potential murderers – can be free from prosecution, because the next expression of desperation on the
part of people whose labor is no longer needed might well include homicide along with arson and burglary.
Given the right set and setting, the desperate can start figgering out what is really worth doing. Making
love, gardening, all artistic endeavors, cooking, entertaining and educating children, athletic contests,
these are a few suggestions from Morning Star Ranch, the starship of the fleet. God had better be
the legal owner of these cities so that the answer to the question ‘Who’s in charge here?’ is an index
finger pointed heavenward. Divine guidance must be harnessed to solve the problem of technological
unemployment.
“We are headed into an epoch of compulsory leisure. No suggestion for the amelioration of the
human condition – or even the avoidance of the Los Angeles Intifada – can possibly succeed if it’s not
fun. The problem, nevertheless, is serious.”
Ramón Sender Barayón
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Lou Gottlieb pointing the way and saying, “Please, don’t cut up
your Mama Gaia’s sweet, flowing breast for profit.”
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Morning Star and Wheeler's Open Land Communes
A Brief Run-Through of Their Histories

L to R: Alex Hassilev, Glen Yarbrough, Lou Gottlieb

Once upon a time, Lou Gottlieb, bass player for the popular Limeliters folksinging trio, decided he needed a break from
years on the road. In June, 1966, he had decided, because of bad health, a private plane crash with the Limeliters, and what he
referred to as a ‘crisis of pessimism,’ to take time away from his frenzied career and devote himself to the piano and spiritual
pursuits AKA ‘Lucky Louie Love Divine,‘ Lou was a born entertainer with a heart as soft as mashed potatoes. Tall, and later
frizzy-bearded, he was always center stage for the seven years he lived at Morning Star Ranch as its last human owner. Friends
and admirers gathered around him while he devoted himself to his dream of making his debut as a concert pianist. His studio,
converted from an egg storage shed, was just big enough for his grand piano, a desk, a mattress and a woman. Mozart sonatas and
Chopin nocturnes floated across the flower-strewn meadows and filtered into the redwood groves during his practice sessions. .
The previous January, Lou had met Ramón Sender when, as the San Francisco “Chronicle’s” new music critic, he interviewed
Ramón and Stewart Brand about the upcoming Trips Festival that they were producing. They met at Stewart’s North Beach
apartment, and the topic of communal living came up. Ramón mentioned he to two years living in a high-demand pseudo-anabaptist group that was too dictatorial - individuals had to subvert their individuality where the elder, who controlled everything.

Lou’s “World of Music” subsequent column in the San
Francisco “Chronicle” on the
upcoming Trips Festival after
his interview.
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“Hey, I’ve got a thirty-two-acre vacant ranch in Sonoma County in case you’d like to try something out,” Lou said. “We
ought to go up and take a look.”
Lou’s offer stuck in the minds of Ramon and his partner Victoria, and one day in April, they drove up to the ranch with Lou,
Stewart Brand and his wife, Lois. The apple blossoms were just starting, the land sparkled. Not long after that first visit,
Ramon moved up to stay with Katy the Dog. Victoria came up on weekends until her high school teaching semester ended.
RAMÓN: “At the ranch, I spent most of each day out-of-doors in the redwood groves, the meadows and down by the
brook. I devoted myself to discovering enlightenment access to which would be available to everyone.”
By June, Lou, Victoria, Katy the Dog, filmmaker Bruce Baillie and his Mama Dog, the Jacopetti family all had moved in as well
as poet Pam Millward and her daughter, Natasha. Lou had the old egg shed renovated, and moved in with his piano, determined
to dedicate himself to preparing for a Carnegie Hall debut. Evenings were spent together, reading aloud from the works of the
spiritual masters. One day, Victoria found some old bills made out to ‘Morning Star Ranch,’ and realized that the ranch had a
name. Ramón became interested in the Native American Morning Star symbol and began to draw it.
Springtime of 1967 brought Don and Sandy King, devout acid head Christians, as well as Leni, a half-Jewish, half AfricanAmerican sixteen-year-old girl traveling with her teacher, along with a letter of permission from her therapist mother. A
county social worker visited the ranch close on the heels of the girl’s visit to a community clinic – she probably doubled the
known population of Blacks in Santa Rosa at that time. Narcotics officer Paul Stefani followed on the social worker’s heels,
saying conversationally to Lou, “Nice place to drop acid.”
Sometime in March, Lou was contacted by the San Francisco Diggers, a radical group in the Haight-Ashbury who were
attempting to set up a free society including free meals in the park, a free store, free cars parked on the street with the
key in the ignition. They asked Lou if they could send up a group to tend the orchard and plant a garden to feed the hordes of
young people descending on the city. After talking it over with the others, Lou invited the Diggers up, and suddenly Morning
Star bustled with would-be gardeners, yogis and kids. Impressed by the new energies, Ramón and Victoria returned. Group
chanting sessions and hatha yoga classes were held. A seventeen-year-old girl arrived, at first attending classes at Sonoma
State before dropping out. Her question, ‘How much bliss can you tolerate?” has resonated down through the years, and
remains an important one to think about.
‘Superman’ arrived, claiming ancient Egyptian ancestry and writing his ‘Spare Change’ signs in hieroglyphics. A Catholic
priest moved into the orchard with sixteen little chihuahuas that yapped all the time, and was nicknamed ‘Deputy Dog.’ And
‘Nevada’ showed up, triple Scorpio, supposedly sometime California rodeo champ and single-handed winner of the Korean
War. With a voice like chain saw, Nevada would zero in on your weak spots. You don’t like drunks? Loud voices? How about
Jesus? “Have you talked to your Savior?” he would shout. “Don’t you UNDERSTAND???” (Actually, Nevada finally became
one of the ranch’s cures, but that was many years later.)
LOU: “With the arrival of Nevada, Gypsy, Chief, TW and Crazy Annie, we had the cast of characters for the establishment, at least in my thinking, that it was impossible and immoral to ask people to leave the ranch. However it was
decided at a meeting that this group had to leave. They were TOO MUCH, out of the question. So when their car pulled in
from a trip to the river, I said, ‘That’ s it. We’ve decided you all have to leave.’ They took in good grace, except for Nevada
who said ‘Hey, it’ll take me about a week to get my stuff together.’ And next day, Gypsy came and begged to stay, but I
remained firm.
“However that night I got into serious physical trouble. I had a headache I could have entered in the World’s Fair, cold
sweats, mild nausea and uncontrollable weeping, all of which summarized in my mind that God’s will was for me to stop ordering people off the ranch. That was the last time I ever asked anyone to leave Morning Star.”
As the energies peaked that summer of 1967, the neighbors began to wonder what was going on. Most of them were
friendly, but Ed Hochuli decided that he was in competition with Lou ‘for the minds of the children’ and circulated a petition
around the neighborhood. This petition was what finally brought the real heat from the county. The local Santa Rosa “Press
Democrat” began a series of articles about Morning Star, and on the last day June, Lou was handed a ‘cease and desist’ order
signed by the Health Department, giving him twenty-four hours to cease operations as an ‘Organized Camp.’ More official
tours followed over the Fourth of July weekend, and the following week a police car was dispatched to bring Lou in. It broke
down somewhat poetically in Graton, but a second car made it to Morning Star and arrested Lou. He was arranged and posted
$276 bail.
The July 7th issue of “Time” magazine was devoted to the hippie phenomenon, and Morning Star was included, complete
with color photos. Hordes of visitors and journalists poured in while irate back fence neighbor Ed Hochuli kept up a steady
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pressure on officials to ‘do something to stop whatever’s going on at Morning Star.’ Lou’s trial was pushed ahead until September while plans went ahead to construct a code bath house and bring the ranch into conformity with Organized Camp
standards.
Meanwhile, Lou’s lawyer made a deal with the D.A. whereby Lou was given a year’s probation to tidy up the ranch. The
next day, a carful of probation officials visited Lou, and he invited them to help run the ranch. Before they could answer, a
whole procession of county cars drove in, the judge himself climbing over Hochuli’s fence. Condemned notices were posted on
the houses and everyone given twenty-four hours to leave
“Mr. Gottlieb misunderstood what was said,” Assistant D.A. Hawks argued in court. “We never gave him a year to clean up
the place, We can’t allow anyone to violate the law for a year!”
Back at the ranch, two rock groups, Almond Joy and The Steve Miller Blues Band, warmed up to play for the party arranged to show support for the ranchers. About three hundred and fifty people gathered to boogie to the music. A police
car arrived, took one look and decided to leave quietly.
Hochuli then called for a meeting at the local Harmony Union School At ten in the morning, some two hundred and fifty
‘straight’ neighbors and fifty of the Love Generation faced each other close-up in the schoolyard. It was the first time
that many of the citizenry had seen a hippie at close range and noses wrinkled. When Lou was finally allowed to speak,
there were taunts from the audience that interrupted him a few times.
July 1967 – Bill Wheeler and wife visit Morning Star. Further items in boldface will refer to events at Wheeler’s
Sheep Ridge Ranch.
On September 22, 1967, Lou went to court again as the county prepared the Preliminary Injunction. It forbade anyone
other than Lou from living at the ranch or engaging in sexual intercourse within view of the road or neighbors and so on.
On October 7th, the first fifteen people were arrested by Lou, with their consent, in an attempt to comply with the county’s
orders. It was a test case and the tribal spirit ran high. Because cooking was no longer possible at Morning Star (the kitchen
and dining room had been torn down by county orders), friendly neighbor Don Orr offered the use of his seasonal ranch hands’
dining room a mile down the road. Meanwhile, the Morning Star Fifteen case was delayed and dropped, allowing for a glorious
Thanksgiving celebration. This group photo, everyone stoned on Ecstasy and LSD, was taken about that time by sheriff’s
deputies at our request. Ten years later, Ramón visited Undersheriff B. Hayes’s office looking for possible photos for
the Scrapbook. He reached into his center drawer and tossed the photo across the desk.

photo courtesy of the Sonoma County Sheriff’s Department
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October 1967 – Lou takes a group up to Wheelers’ ranch for a visit to check things out.
Winter passed with periodic sweeps of Morning Star by sheriff’s deputies and many arrests made including tiny Pam
Read, six months pregnant, for assault on a police officer. Her case went to jury trial and she was found guilty. A new
chapter of the Aquarian Age was beginning with the hardening of the lines between straights and freaks. The colorful, gentle
vibrations were disappearing and being replaced by a militancy as hippies realized that they were being defined by the establishment as outlaws. The Vietnam War raged on, and the country was split in half over many basic issues.
March 1968 – Rena: “Why don’t you open your ranch, Bill?”
“I never closed it,” Bill Wheeler replied
May 12, 1968 The Preliminary Injunction turned into a Permanent Injunction against ranchers at Morning Star.
June 19 1968 Another $2500 in fines against Lou.
Summer 1968 Larry Read moved onto Wheeler’s to be joined gradually by 20 or so other settlers.
July 7 1968 another $5,500 fine. By now, Lou’s Contempt of Court fines totaled $14,000)
July 1968  FBI agents visit Wheeler’s.
August 1968 building inspectors visit Wheeler’s.
August 10, 1968 Lou offers to donate ranch to Sonoma County only to have his offer sneered at by district supervisor Rath.
When it became obvious that the arrests would continue, a large exodus began during the summer of 1968 to compassionate
brother Bill Wheeler’s ranch ten miles west. The judge gave arrestees the choice of ‘thirty days or leave the county,’ so many
left for New Mexico, where Morning Star East was built. Morning Star Ranch would continue as Outlaw Territory, as defined
by the County.
Autumn, 1968 - Supervisor Rath attacked Lou’s offer to donate the ranch to the County; Hochuli “Morning Star is a menace
to the children of Sonoma County, Lou’s offer to donate the ranch ‘just a publicity stunt.’” Lou sentenced to 15 days in jail.
‘Bullets fly’ when a candidate running for supervisor visited Morning Star, followed by eight more arrests later that month.
September 1968 – Party of officials ‘looking for runaway juveniles’ visit Wheeler’s.
November 19, 1968 – Lou and Rena Morningstar left for India and Lou brought back his new guru, Chiranjiva.
Thanksgiving 1968 – an estimated 50 people now living at the Wheeler’s Sheep Ridge

Thanksgiving, 1968, gathering on Hoffy’s Hill
photo courtesy of Bob Fitch.
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In January, 1969 – Lou is levied a $3500 fine for contempt of court, which the county prepares to deduct from his checking account. Also the county placed a lien on the ranch property.
January 1969 sheriff’s deputies ‘in pursuit of draft dodgers’ appeared with overhead airplane and made a thorough
search
February 17, 1969 – Morning Star brother John Butler murdered in the Haight Ashubry by members of the Gypsy Jokers
motorcycle club. One suspect detained in Santa Rosa a few days later.
April 1969 - Ramón and Victoria move to the Ridge
Late April, 1969  County Inspection Day - NBC covered the inspection.

Deputies, building and health inspectors met at the front gate by Bill’s attorney Corbin Houchins and two Brinks guards
photo courtesy of Bob Fitch

On May 6th, 1969, Lou deeded Morning Star Ranch to God, causing a sensation in the courthouse. Snicker, snicker, went
the little mousetrap mentalities. “Transferring the title to the rightful owner takes a big load off my mind,” Lou said. “After
all, God’s help is requested daily in every courtroom in the land. Who would have the audacity to judge whether He was a
qualified grantee?”
Lou’s offer made headlines around the world. Even people in India heard about it and understood. Lou found a precedent
under Moslem law, which for centuries had allowed donations of property to Allah. Such a gift was known as a “waqf,” and
could be made by Moslem and non-Moslem alike.
Events from that summer of 1969 - Bench warrant out for Lou, God sued by Mrs. Penrose who claimed He acted “with
malice and ill will” when he struck her house in Arizona with lightning.
Summer 1969: D.A. files action against Wheeler Ranch to request destruction of structures. Various journalists visit
and report: Harper’s Magazine, Scanlan’s, S F Chronicle, London Telegraph. Moses Moon (Alan Ribback) moves on the land.
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June 1969 – Black Sunday LSD overdose party.
October 10, 1969 (Lou’s birthday) Amended Order to destroy all structure excluding Lou’s eggshed.
October 31, 1969 - Halloween Raid at Wheeler’s occurs within two weeks of the bulldozing of Morning Star. Bill hit
with handcuffs and arrested along with brother-in-law. 25 officers, FBI, etc. without search warrants. Charges dropped.
Delia and Sandy Sharp purchase a nearby ranch with intentional community in mind
March 1970 Rena Morningstar gives birth to Bill- Vishnu.
June 19, 1970 - Attorney Rex Sater finds a possible loophole in the injunction phrase allowing anyone to live on the
ranch.’
Summer 1970 – Alicia Bay Laurel’s “Living On The Earth” published by Book People; Raspberry Hummingbird Sundown Wheeler born.
Summer 1970 - Superior Court Judge Eymann finds that God is ‘not a person, neither real nor artificial, ‘ and thus cannot
own real property in the County of Sonoma -- and also because he cannot sign His name to the deed; Lou’s wife sues him for
divorce; Lou files an Appellant’s Opening Brief in response to Judge Eyamnn’s ruling against God.
Autumn 1970 - Manifesto I published; Lou’s guru Chiranjiva visits the Ridge; The Ahimsa Church incorporated to
define the Open Land lifestyle.
August 27, 1970 - County crews, deputies and bulldozers invade Morning Star again.
September 1970 - Victoria gives birth to Sol Ray. She, Ramón and baby leave the Ridge in November. Shortly
after, Sol Ray comes down with pneumonia and they winter in the Anza Borrego desert before settling in Santa Cruz,
where Ramón begins to write a history of Morning Star and Wheeler’s.
February 1971 - hot pursuit dawn raid looking for escaped convicts, a REALLY BIG raid with 150 law enforcement
officers. (see the comic book version in Manifesto II).
Arrestee William Sheehan insists on a trial and sets precedent law – the judge rules that a separate search warrant would have to have been served for every Wheeler home. Everybody freed!

Dawn raid armed official holding Wheeler resident at gunpoint.
photo courtesy of Bill Wheeler
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April 1971 – Alicia Bay Laurel’s Random House edition of “Living On The Earth” a bestseller.
Spring, 1971 - another bulldozing at Morning Star; Gary Ward deeds a quarter acre to God in Lake County and finds no
resistance. According to Lou, “Gary checked with the county counsel and Distrcit Attorney and was assured it was legal.”
September 23, 1971 - Lou files Appellant’s Opening Brief and petitions Appellate Court. Petition subsequently denied.
Spring 1971 friendly Judge Scheidecker retires and invites the Ridgefolk to his retirement supper.
   Easter Clear Light party for Alicia’s book followed by three-day ice cream bash for 600. She rents next-door
Sheep Meadow ranch for the band and buys them electric instruments.
September 1971 end - county gives 24-hour notice of intention to conduct an inspection of the Ridge.
Spring, 1972 - Bill leaves the land and nasty Oak Grove David makes his move, but is kicked out by the Ridgefolk.
September 1972 - Victoria and Ramón return to the area and move to Sheep Meadow.
December 1972 Things look bleak for the Ridge as the county moves closer to closing it down.
January 1973 - Claudia the cow dies – a sad omen.
April 1973 - county gives twenty-four hour notice to vacate the land. Appeal to Federal Court, San Francisco, denied
May 1973 - houses are being dismantled.
May 20 1973 - Bill’s home is gone; County bulldozers are cutting a road to the Ridge. People are leaving.
May 22, 1973 70 homes are burned in one night to save the trees.

Goodbye to someone’s home-grown cozy cottage.
photo courtesy of Bill Wheeler

July 1973 - Bill spends a weeken inn jail, and subsequently applies for a septic tank permit so he can rebuild.
April 9, 1973 - Jon Wasserman interviews Lou in the San Francisco “Chronicle“ on the return of the Limeliiters to the stage.
“I was found in contempt of court thirty- seven times,” Lou states.
Wasserman writes: “Lou envisioned a statute-free sanctuary where the naked, nameless, homeless and harmless could
find refuge. He believed that nothing new could take place on a piece of land as long as it remained in human hands because
the people would be living there by artificial and not divine selection.”
April, 1975: Mean uphill neighbor bought out by Pieter Myers, Bill’s ‘new and secret friend.Pieter: An important moment in history, as was the day Marya and I stopped into the Haven sandwich shop on Polk
Street for lunch and there was a guy with his little daughter sitting at an open table.
After a conversation and lunch, we got up to leave and introduced ourselves. He said his name was Bill Wheeler.
I said “wait a minute,” and sat back down. We had been reading the papers. There is not enough room here for the
rest of the story.
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Here is a proposal that has been submitted to various San Francisco mayors and supervisors over the
past 22 years) last updated February 18, 2016. Why hasn’t it been implemented?
Homeless Memorandum, by Ramón Sender Barayón / Rev. Keenan C. Kelsey, Presbyterian Church
USA
Note: Ruth Brinker, the founder of Project Open Hand in San Francisco, which has provided daily
meals to thousands since 1985, wanted to start a project she named ‘Fresh Start Farms.’ It would
move homeless families onto the land and teach them self-sufficiency. She’s long gone, but the Fresh
Start Farm idea would work by settling homeless families on unused land that the State or the Bureau
of Land Management now manages, or even purchased for this purpose. These farms would provide a
sense of community and self-worth for those who live there for a much cheaper cost to the taxpayer.
If these farms grew produce for sale, they could become self-sufficient over time.
Proposal: to open self-sufficient, live-in cooperatives for the homeless on parcels of unused land in
remote areas as self-sufficient, live-in cooperatives.
Problem: There always have existed individuals who are allergic to living in mainstream society. The
goals and incentives that society offers are insufficient inducement for them to participate. Their
frustration tolerance levels are low, and their need to “not be told what to do” is greater than their
fear of unemployment or homelessness.
History: In America’s past, the down-and-out always had the option of moving – or being moved –
elsewhere, such as to the frontier (unfortunate for the Native Americans). With the closing of the
American frontier, the escape valve of “the territories” ceased to exist, and the pressure of this
problem has been building ever since with an ever-increasing prison population and heavier burdens
on the taxpayer. In fact, what allowed Europe to flourish in previous centuries was because they could
ship their ‘undesirables’ or convicts elsewhere. Some years ago, a documentary about Voluntary Simplicity was aired on Public Television as a way to cure the dis-ease of ‘Affluenza,’ the high-consuming
lifestyle that afflicts Middle America. The homeless, in an idealized sense, can be viewed as a group
of people who have been inoculated or are immune to ‘Affluenza,’ whatever other ailments they may
incurred. Although they may befoul and litter our sidewalks, they consume less of our planetary resources than the rest of us and set an admittedly eccentric example of a ‘Living Light’ lifestyle. Why
not emphasize this positive aspect? Here is a compassionate and workable solution:
Solution: A pilot program would select a group of homeless who would be willing to relocate to a rural setting under minimum supervision. This group would move to a parcel of land donated for this
purpose either by the federal government from the sixteen million acres in California controlled by
The Bureau of Land Management or by the State of California itself. Alternatively, a parcel could be
purchased by the city. The site selected would not be adjacent to privately held land. Lumber, livestock, water, gardening equipment and modest individual start-up cash grants would be provided, and
basic instruction provided in intensive organic gardening along the lines of Ruth Brinker’s ‘Fresh Start
Farms’ concept (See proposed budge appended). The program could be run under the auspices of a
group such as San Francisco’s Glide Church, and individuals of course would be free to come and go
as they pleased. A community vehicle would truck produce to the city as well as connect participants
to city services.
Participants would be encouraged to build their own cabins utilizing alternative techniques or making
up their own –- in the 1960s we found this to be a very healing aspect of a hippie burn-out rehabilitation program – as well as creating a self-sufficient homestead. The basic model somewhat parallels
The Civilian Conservation Corps camps of the 1930s. ‘Fresh Starts,’ scattered throughout isolated
areas of the state, could also would provide on-site volunteer fire fighting teams during fire season.
Anticipated difficulties: Rural individual and county NIMBY complaints would have to be overcome.
State or federal governments would have to be convinced (but why should ‘gentle climate’ cities
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continue to shoulder what is really a national burden?). The ‘internment camp’ label would have to be
carefully avoided by emphasizing freedom of movement in and out. Also, supervision should be kept to
a minimum so that the ranchers feel free to create their own community, although access to health
and counseling services should remain available on site, at least until the community spontaneously
forms its own government.
Conclusion: The program requires only a minimum of financing and oversight (keeping in mind that
the residents are people who have become oversensitive to operating under rules and strictures).
Do not underestimate the healing aspects of just living out in nature. In fact here is a February,
2016, article about a similar program for PTSD vets in New York State: “Healing From War Trauma
Through Nature: How some veterans with war trauma are turning to farming and animals to recover
and reintegrate themselves into civilian life.”
									
By Stephanie Westlund
http://www.utne.com/community/healing-from-war-trauma-nature-ze0z1410zhur.aspx
In 2006, I put together a sample budget for a “Fresh Start Farms” pilot project. The name was
selected by Project Open Hand’s founder Ruth Brinker, but unfortunately her age and poor health —
and death — intervened before her superb organizational abilities could come into play. I still think a
pilot project of this sort is worth a try:
1: The city purchases or otherwise acquires undeveloped acreage (40 acres?) and
2. Installs a water supply (well or spring)
3. Installs solar and/or wind power off the grid.
4. Installs a waste system capable of handling the estimated population.
5. Stocks ‘basics’ for building one’s own simple shelter and starting gardens.
6. Consider adding a milking goat and some laying hens.
7. Invite homeless to join the project and offer workshops in basic rural skills
including how to build your own ‘tiny home,’ but allow leeway for the
builders’ imaginations to run wild. (part of ‘nature therapy’ is to build your own home.)
8. Oversight and ‘rules’ should be kept to a minimum but should include
at least no alcohol, no drugs, no open fires, no littering — and the Golden Rule.
Fresh Start Farm Pilot Project Estimated Costs (just estimated!)
Estimated costs of numbered items above:
1. 40 undeveloped acres in a rural area : $600,000 (or a donation of land by BLM or state)
2. water supply (well or spring) $ 20,000
3. Solar/wind power installation off the grid $ 30,000
4. Waste system that creates compost $ 1,000
5. Stock ‘basics’ for building shelters /gardens $ 15,000
6. milking goat: $1,000 20 laying hens: $20 each $ 1,400
7. salary for support person and farm tutor 6 mos, $ 100,000
(finally to retire as the farm become self-run)
Total Costs $767,400
A cost comparison with San Francisco’s budget of approximately $250 million for homeless programs, plus the additional costs of arresting, incarcerating and cleaning up after the homeless would
quickly prove the cost savings. What’s the problem with a pilot program exploring this idea?
I once asked a homeless group for a show of hands of those interested in relocating to a rural community. Out of the 30 or so sitting there, over half raised their hands. After all, why live in the city if
you do not want to hold a job, pay rent, taxes, and generally participate in a collaborative-competitive
lifestyle that might be named ‘City Culture’?
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Preparations: The Department of Social Services would interview the homeless population and
offer them an opportunity to participate in one of the following three groups:
Group 1) Willing to be trained and employed, or already marginally employed.
This group would remain in the city and housed in supplemental housing. They would be offered
training in various job skills and prepared to enter the job market. (NOTE: this is already being accomplished – congratulations, San Francisco Supervisor Gavin Newsom!)
Group 2) Physically or mentally disabled or drug-addicted.
This group would be placed in treatment centers, but many of the so-called mentally disabled actually would benefit by being placed in Group 3, immediately or after treatment.
Group 3) Unwilling to be trained for city jobs but willing to relocate.
This group would move to a Fresh Start Farm in a rural setting under minimum supervision, following the Blow-Out Center therapeutic concepts of R. D. Liang et al. It would be explained to them
that unless a person is interested in participating in the lifestyle of the city as a viable player,
then it doesn’t make sense for them to continue living in an urban area. They would be invited to
become pioneers in a Voluntary Simplicity lifestyle project, move onto a parcel of land opened for
this purpose. Lumber, livestock, water, gardening equipment and modest individual start-up cash
grants would be provided. Training in intensive gardening techniques would allow participants to
raise organic vegetables for the market (similar to the Fresh Start Farms pilot program that Ruth
Brinker attempted in San Francisco). A community bus would allow volunteers to make runs for various
necessities and to deliver produce to urban farmers’ markets.
Again, I would ask: what is the problem with this idea? Why hasn’t it been implemented?
Answer: Because politicians know that any meaningful solution would encourage people holding down
two jobs and living in their cars or tents to immediately sign up!
Ramón Sender Barayón
www.raysender.com
www.badabamama.com
www.whimsyart.org
www.oddmondays.com.
Ramón Sender Barayón is a central figure in the history of the greater Bay Area counterculture:
electronic music pioneer, co-producer of the Trips Festival in San Francisco, consigliere and
chief remembrancer of Morning Star and Wheeler Ranch communes. Born in Spain in 1934, an
undocumented refugee until age 12, he is a living link between the radical communal traditions
of the Old and the New World through his father, the Spanish Republican novelist Ramón
J. Sender, and his first wife’s great grandfather, John Humphrey Noyes, founder of the
nineteenth century religious utopian Oneida Community, by way of the authoritarian communism of the Bruderhof. In exile from fascist Spain with his father and sister—as “citizens of
the planet, without attachments... “radical cosmopolitans,” Ramón fetched up in New York City
where he began his music studies (before continuing at the San Francisco Conservatory and
Mills College).
-- from Iain Boal’s introduction in
“West of Eden: Communes and Utopia in Northern California” (PM Press, 2011)
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The original postcard that combined the Native American Morning Star,
the Buddhist circle, the Muslim heart, the Star of David and the Christian Cross.
Ramón had a silkscreen made of the Morning Star symbol so that it could be printed on armbands or
people’s jackets. It also was printed on cards and Lou wrote a text for the other side that read:

“Good news. God has revealed the true meaning of original sin. Exclusive ownership of
land is original sin and man commits original sin when he slices up his Mother Earth’s
‘sweet flowing breast’ in order to buy and sell the pieces.
Exclusive ownership of land is original sin and ‘No Trespassing’ signs are the cause of war,
racial strife and marital unhappiness. Those who doubt the truth of this revelation can test
it easily: Put a Morning Star in the window of your home to indicate that it stands on land
access to which is denied no one and watch what happens.
“The first person the land calls will be Elijah bringing peace to your heart. Domestic life
will improve rapidly, sex will become the healing ecstasy it ‘spozed’ to be, and you will
start living in the Kingdom of God. Try it and see. After all, what can you lose?”
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Good Old You-know-playing peek-a-boo in the treetops at Morning Star

photo by Lou’s granddaughter Rachel
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